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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IntroI don’t really consider myself an expert on negotiation, but I do have a lot of experience at it . . . . . which is another way of saying that I’ve made a lot of mistakes.  But, hopefully, I’ve learned some things that will be valuable to you in your negotiations. [click]



TOP 10 TIPS ON NEGOTIATING 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, here are my top 10 tips for negotiating. #10 [click]



10.  DON’T LET THE A**HOLES  
GET TO YOU 

• Don’t get 
sidetracked by 
personality 
issues.  

• Focus on the 
problem – 
concluding an 
agreement. 

• Don’t take it 
personally. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#10  Don’t let the [difficult people] Get to youIf you negotiate much at all, at some point you are going to come across people who are just difficult to deal with.  And the advice I am about to share with you on this point is advice that I’ve given myself just this week.  [click] Don’t get sidetracked by personality issues.  [click]Focus on the problem.  [click] andDon’t take it personally.  I’m involved in a negotiation right now with the most difficult person I have ever had to negotiate with.  I’m talking about gamesmanship, temper tantrums, personal attacks, etc.  And the negative emotions that this guy has invoked in me and my client has at times made us both want to just walk away in frustration.  Just yesterday, after another incident, I had to mentally and emotionally reboot again . . . to remind myself to act professionally . . . and not let his antics sabotage the business objective.  Believe me, that has not been easy.  I can feel a physical reaction in my body right now just thinking about it.  Thankfully, I’ve not encountered very many people like him in my career. #9 [click]



9.  BE WILLING TO WALK AWAY 
• Don’t get 

emotionally 
committed too 
early. (This 
will require 
training your 
client.) 

• Have 
alternative 
available. Be 
noisy about it.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#9 Be Willing to Walk AwayIf possible, you should never negotiate without having options.  If you do, then you lose your ability to say “NO”.  [click]  So don’t commit to a vendor before you’ve negotiated the contract.  This will require training your client, because my experience has been that clients pick a product, a vendor, a service provider, they communicate the “buy” signals, and once that happens, your negotiating leverage collapses.  [click]  Your negotiations will be much easier if you and your client – and most importantly – the other side know that you have an alternative . . . AND are willing to walk away if you don’t get the deal that you want. #8 [click]



8.  FOCUS ON THE OTHER SIDE’S 
PRESSURE – NOT YOURS 

• Ask: "What is 
the pressure 
on the other 
side?" 

• Exploit that 
pressure in 
order to 
achieve a 
better result 
for yourself. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#8  Focus on the Other Side’s Pressure – Not YoursWe have a tendency to focus on our own pressure, on the reasons why we need to make a deal.  When you do that, you are working against yourself.  The other side will appear more powerful.  Instead, [click] ask: "What is the pressure on the other side in this negotiation?"  Your negotiation power derives in part from the pressures on the other person.  You will feel more powerful when you recognize the reasons that the other side may be willing to concede.  Even if they appear nonchalant, they undoubtedly have worries and concerns or needs that they believe your company can meet – otherwise, they would not be in negotiations with you.  It's your job to be a detective and root these out; [click] and when you discover that their pressure points are, you have to figure out ways to exploit that pressure in order to achieve a better result for your company.�#7 [click]



7.  DON’T GIVE WITHOUT GETTING 
SOMETHING IN RETURN 

• Avoid 
unilateral 
concessions.  

• Whenever 
you give 
something 
away, get 
something in 
return.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#7  Don’t Give Without Getting Something in Return[click]  Unilateral concessions are self-defeating.  [click]  Whenever you give something away, get something in return.  If you give something away without requiring the other side to reciprocate, then they will feel entitled to your concession, and won't be satisfied until you give up even more.  But if they have to earn your concession, they will derive a greater sense of satisfaction than if they got it for nothing.  And, if they know that they will have to give up something in order to get what they want, they may not even ask.  #6 [click]



6.  BE ASSERTIVE 
• Ask for what you 

want.  
• Don’t take “No” 

for an answer. 
• Avoid being 

aggressive.  
(Loud.  Bullying. 
Disregarding 
other’s 
interests.)  

as·ser·tive 
adjective 
 

having or showing a 
confident and forceful 
personality;  
 
the quality of being self-
assured and confident 
without being 
aggressive.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#6  Be AssertiveI’ve included a definition of assertive here, because I think it is often used with a negative connotation; but it really is not; it is having a confident personality and being self-assured.As a result, you will [click]  Ask for what you want [click]  Don’t take no for an answer.  Challenge assumptions.  Ask for justification for the position that the other side has staked out.  [click]  Maybe the reason that we view assertiveness as a negative trait is that what some people call being assertive is really just bullying.  Practice expressing your position or demands without anxiety or anger.  Let people know what you expect in a non-threatening way.  When you are assertive, you take care of your own interests, while maintaining respect for other people’s interests.  Whereas, a bully disregards other’s interests.  #5 [click]



5.  BE A THERAPIST 

• Ask probing, 
open-ended 
questions.  

• Then shut-
up and 
listen. 

• You will 
learn what 
you need to 
know. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#5 Be a Therapist.  Negotiators should be like therapists. [click] You should ask open-ended questions . . . [click]  And then shut-up and listen.  Why?  Because if you do, then . . . [click] you will learn what you need to know.  How does this work?  Often, a negotiation will begin with a get-acquainted dinner the night before.  THIS is when taking the role of a therapist can be most effective.  Because its outside the negotiating room, people are more relaxed and they let their guards down.  Ask about their business, their competition, their challenges, their business cycles, why they chose to do business with your company.  Ask about the people on their team, their backgrounds, how long they’ve been with the company, the reporting structures, etc.  By allowing the other side to do most of the talking, you can learn all kinds of things that may be helpful in the course of the negotiation.  On the flip side, be careful what your team reveals in the course of a dinner discussion; it could come back to bite you.  #4 [click]



4.  HAVE HIGH EXPECTATIONS 

• The more 
you 
expect, 
the more 
you’ll get.  

• Ask for 
more; 
offer less.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#4 Have High ExpectationsAim high and expect the best outcome.  Studies have demonstrated that negotiating teams that have higher expectations achieved better results than teams with lower expectations.  [click] As you will see from this video, if you expect more, you'll get more. [play video]Conversely, if you have low expectations, you will probably wind up with a less satisfying outcome. [click]  One way to utilize this approach is to open with an extreme position.  Sellers should ask for more than they expect to receive, and buyers should offer less than they are prepared to pay. Successful negotiators must be optimists.  This ties in to the previous point about being assertive, i.e., confident.  Your optimism will become a self-fulfilling prophecy.  �#3 [click]



3.  BE PREPARED 
• Know the 

business.  
• Know each 

party’s 
motivations 
& goals. 

• Know each 
party’s 
BATNA. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#3 Be preparedI recently read an interview of a Navy Seal, and he said that one of the primary factors in their success is their self-confidence . . . . which is a direct result of their preparedness.  By the time they actually go out on a mission, they have studied, trained, rehearsed, and prepared so well, that they know they will be successful -- no matter what circumstances they encounter.  So how can you be Navy Seal prepared for a negotiation?  [click] Know the business.  Your business and your counterpart’s business.  For example, if you’re on the buy side of a transaction, know when the other side’s sales reporting cycle ends.  The closer you get to that date, the better deal you will get.  (This is why you need to be a therapist!  Ask questions, and listen.) [click] Know why the other side wants/needs to do this deal.  The better you understand their motivations, the more effectively you can use that as leverage in the negotiation.  Finally, [click], know the other side’s BATNA – Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement.  If you know that you are the only supplier that the buyer can buy from, and if they don’t sign an agreement, they’ll have to do business under your standard sales order terms, then you can be less flexible when negotiating payment terms, indemnifications, warranties, etc.  #2 [click]



2.  GET TIME ON YOUR SIDE 
• Beware 

American 
culture time 
trap.  

• Time 
pressure can 
be used as 
leverage. 

• De-hurry.    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#2  Get Time On YOUR Side.  I have been involved in a lot of cross-cultural negotiations.  And I’ve learned that, more than any other culture . . . [CLICK]  Americans it seems are always in a rush.  We want to fly into town, sit down and negotiate as quickly as possible, and fly back home to work on the next deal.  And we view that as a virtue – being productive and using time efficiently.  But that approach may not work will with your foreign counterparts, who may have a completely different view on time.  For example, I read recently that when the Paris Peace Accords got underway to negotiate the end of the Vietnam War, the American delegation went to Paris and rented hotel rooms for a few weeks; while the Vietnamese delegation went to Paris, bought houses, and moved their families there.  They had a completely different view of time than the Americans.  So, especially in a cross-cultural context, be aware that your counterpart may view taking time to get to know each other as an essential part of the process.  And so your unwillingness to spend sufficient time on the negotiation may be seen as a lack of commitment to the relationship or as an attempt to hide something.  And even if you are negotiating with other Americans, [click]  your drive to get a deal done quickly can be used as leverage against you.  Several years ago, I was in Kuala Lumpur trying to negotiate an acquisition.  By the end of day four we had not really resolved any of the outstanding issues.  I recalled that during dinner at the end of the first day of negotiations, I had mentioned to my counterpart that I planned to fly to Thailand for the weekend.  Suspecting that he might be trying to use that deadline to get me to concede on the outstanding issues, the next morning I told him that in light of our lack of progress, I had cancelled my flight to Thailand so that we could continue our negotiations the following week.  His negotiating posture changed almost immediately; four hours later, we had resolved all of the outstanding issues, and I spent that weekend on a beach in Thailand.  [click] I’ve found it best for my counterparts to believe that I am in no hurry and can take as much time as necessary.  



1.  IT IS NOT WIN - LOSE 
• Set the proper 

tone at the 
beginning.   

• Not combative.  
• Create value. 
• Create 

framework for 
long-term 
relationship, 
with protections 
for both sides.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My #1 Negotiating tip is:  [click]  #1  It is NOT Win/Lose I recently concluded a lengthy negotiation of a multi-party supply chain arrangement with three very large companies in Germany, Japan, and the US.  Despite the cultural challenges and complex issues, it was probably the best negotiation of my career.  And the reason is that  . . [click] the leader of the working group set the proper tone at the very first meeting.  He said explicitly that[click]  He did not want this to be combative or contentious negotiation. [click]  The goal of the working group was to create value. And[click]  They wanted to create a framework for a long-term relationship, with protections for all parties.  And he repeatedly validated those statements by being willing to truly listen to opposing viewpoints, take them into consideration, and make reasonable concessions when appropriate.  As a result, all of the business people, and the lawyers representing them, worked together cooperatively to resolve issues, without conflict or drama.  The interesting thing is that I am also negotiating with this guy’s colleague from the same company – and it has been the worst negotiation of my career.  His colleague is a person who insists on using a template agreement that is not even close to being appropriate for the type of arrangement we are putting together, and it is the most egregiously one-sided document I have ever read, and he and his lawyer have vigorously negotiated--and for the most part rejected--every single modification we have proposed.  As a result, we are 12 months into the negotiation, and we are no closer to signing an agreement today than we were 6 months ago.  And I’m sure that he thinks he is doing a great job for his employer.  When in fact, even if we sign some version of the agreement, we will never do business with them under those terms.  
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QUESTIONS?  
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